Sometimes you get a second chance in life. A second career, a second home, a second marriage. Why not a second chance at your bedroom?

“Retirement is a time of transition, and an opportunity to release things that served you (or not) in your life, but are no longer important for the things you’ll be focusing on and spending time doing now,” says Jennifer Zwebel, founder of A Place of Joy, which helps entrepreneurs realize their dreams. “You’re embarking on a whole new phase of life, one that puts you at the center – think about how you’d most love to feel every morning when you wake up, what you’d like to see when you open your eyes, what you’d like to spend your days doing and what supports the life you’re creating.”

Now that you’re entering a new phase of life, it’s time to revamp your most cozy sanctuary. We’ve gathered some tips from design experts who specialize in retirement.

**ASSESS THE SITUATION**

What has changed since you last designed the bedroom? Did you get a new partner? Have no partner? Do you work from home? Wake up in the middle of the night more? Earlier in the morning? All of these considerations will influence the type of bedroom you now need.

**ACCEPT LIFE’S CHANGES**

We tend to sleep less as we get older so reconsider what other activities you want to do in your bedroom. Do you want to add a desk? A TV?

“I like to design a chaise or a chair with an ottoman or a grouping of reclining or sofa furniture,” says designer Leslie Markman-Stern, who designs many retirees’ homes. “They like to have a place to recline in the bedroom that is not their bed so that they can listen to music, watch movies or TV, or enjoy the view.” She says to consider a corner for laptops – with proper charging stations. Also, consider a fidge or a bar “so you don’t have to get up and go to the kitchen when you want something to drink or a light snack.”

**DON’T FORGET THE BEDROOM’S FOR SLEEP**

Perhaps when you were young you could sleep through anything, but now you may be more sensitive to disturbances. “Make sure there are window treatments that screen the light from outside in an attractive function, but also let in the natural light when it is required,” advises Markman-Stern. “As we grow older, we may need more light to see,” so change your reading lamps and overhead lights, too. Don’t forget about screening out acoustic noise, either, she says. “Some of my clients may move from a private home to a condo, and having acoustical carpeting in walls can keep the noise out of the bedroom from other adjacencies.”